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1 - Fishing in the dark

Dib knocked on Zim's base door at 4:00 in the morning.Zim anwsered rubbing his eyes.

"Dib?"Zim said.

"Lazy yellow moon comin’ up tonite,
Shinin’ thru the trees,
Crickets are singin’ and lightning bugs
Are floatin on the breeze
Baby get ready....."Dib sang.

"Where are we going?"Zim asked as Dib was pulling him through the streets.

"Across the field where the creek turns back by the ole stump road
I’m gonna take you to a special place that nobody knows
Baby get ready.....ooooooooooo"Dib sang and continued to pull Zim.

"Why?"Zim asked.

"You and me going fishing in the dark,
Lying on our backs and counting the stars
Where the cool grass grows.
Down by the river in the full moon light,
We’ll be fallin’ in love in the middle of the night
Just movin’ slow..."Dib sang.

Zim and Dib were all of a sudden at a creek filled with lightning bugs and an old deck.

"How long are we staying here?"Zim asked.

"Stayin’ the whole night thru, feels so good to be with you..."Dib sang and pulled Zim to the edge of the
deck where two fishing poles were.

"Why now?"Zim asked grabbing one of the poles.

"Spring is almost over and the summer’s come
And the days are gettin’ long
Waited all winter for the time to be right, just to take you along
Baby get ready....."Dib sang and grabbed his too.

"What if we don't catch anything and besides it getting hot"Zim said and cast his line.

"And it don’t matter if we sit forever and the fish don’t bite



Jump in the river and cool ourselves from the heat of the night
Baby get ready.....ooooooooooo"Dib sang.

"But why me?"Zim asked.

"Your a really close friend,Zim.Maybe more if you'll let me"Dib said and put his arm around Zim's waist
pulling him really close.

Zim blushed and layed his head on Dib's shoulder.After a while Zim was nearly asleep when his line was
tugged.Zim was nearly thrown off the deck.Dib pulled at Zim's pole.About 3 minutes of struggle they both
flew backwards.When they sat up a huge fish was in Zim's arms.

"Wow!"Zim said starring at the fish in wonder.

Zim starred at Dib for no reason(I was bored and wanted to get this story over with).Then Dib kissed him
on the lips(AWWW!!!!!!I'll shut up now).Zim closed his eyes and kissed back.Maybe fishing in the dark
isn't so bad.That is if you have someone to be with.
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